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Construction Details of Light Aircraft Wings By Georges Jacquemin, EAA 3618 Reprinted in part from the magazine Canadian Aviation our different types of wooden wing structures for light f i aircraft are in common use. Types shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are used for externally braced wings, either in monoplanes or biplanes, while those shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are used for cantilever wings, and sometimes for wings having only one external strut. Let's examine each of these types in detail. The two-spar wing with internal bracing shown in Fig. 1 is used for external braced wings such as on a high wing monoplane, biplane, or sometimes for low aspect ratio cantilever wings. The two spars are often identical in size and construction. For very light airplanes, when the span is not too large, these spars can be made of solid pieces of wood cut to shape. In general they are made of spruce flanges and plywood webs, with internal diaphragms at each rib as shown in Fig. 5. The flanges can be either solid strips of spruce or laminated. Reasons for avoiding the use of solid wood spars are (1) excessive weight and (2) difficulty in finding wood in such large size boards. The only advantage in solid wood spars is speed and simplicity of construction. Solid wood spars are often used for smaller structures, such as ailerons or empennage spars.



Fig. 1 Two-spar wing structure, internal wire bracing.



Pig. 2



Two-spar wing structure, rigid internal bracing.



Fig. 3



Monospar type wing structure.



Fig. 4



Sailplane type wing structure.



The ribs are usually of the truss type, (Fig. 8), sometimes plywood web type (Fig. 9). They are in one piece and the spars pass through them, having no direct contact with the covering. The clearance between spar and rib upright is filled with bonded wood shim. The wing is braced internally by a wire triangulation which gives it strength to carry the fore and aft loads. On moderate and low aspect ratio wings, only one plane of wires is installed. On higher aspect ratio wings where torque is not small, two planes of wire are needed as shown in Fig. 1. Each wire is attached at both ends on brackets bolted to the side of the spars. Adjustment of the wire tension is made by means of turnbuckles. At each wire attachment a stronger rib is placed, or sometimes a compression strut. The leading edge is only a light fairing made of light plywood or thin aluminum. The wing is completely covered with fabric. This wing structure is not very stiff in torsion and requires adjustment of the internal bracing from time to time. To obviate this difficulty, the wire internal bracing is sometimes replaced by a rigid bracing as shown in Fig. AUGUST 1958



Fig. 7



Jurea "Tempete' wing spar.



2. Except for this bracing, the structures in both Figs. 1 and 2 are identical. That shown in Fig. 2 is not used as frequently as the type shown in Fig. 1 because its construction is a little more troublesome. The first structure can be built almost anywhere on a trestle, then set by adjusting the internal bracing, but the second type has to be held rigid in a jig while installing the diagonal bracing.



The type shown in Fig. 3 is a popular wing structure because it is easiest to build. All Mignet, Jodel, Jurca and Piel aircraft of the French homebuilt types use this structure. The spar of the Jurca "Tempete" is shown in



The ribs are either truss or plywood web type. The plywood web ribs are preferred for thin wings, while the truss type is adequate for thicker wing sections. These



ribs are attached to the spar by bonded shims on the vertical faces of the spar as shown in Fig. 11. A light



auxiliary spar is used to stiffen the aft part of the ribs and also provide attachment for the ailerons and flaps.



The leading edge is a light plywood fairing similar to



that used on the first two types described. This wing structure can be assembled easily without using any jigs.



Fig. 7.



Fig. 5



Fig. 6



(Top) Box spar.



(Bottom) "I" beam spar.



The main spar is a strong beam designed to carry all wing and landing gear loads as is the case for most lowwing aircraft. This spar may be square such as is used in the Mignet HM-8 or the Jurca "Tempete", or rectangular with its vertical dimension slightly larger than its width. It is always made as a strong box with plywood sides and internal diaphragms. The rest of the wing structure is merely a fairing to the spar. SPORT AVIATION



Fig. 8



(Top) Truss rib.



Fig. 9



(Center) Plywood web rib.



Fig. 10



(Bottom) Sailplane type rib.



Fig. 4. shows a sailplane wing structure. This is light-



er and stiffer than any of the other structures described,



but requires more accurate workmanship and jigging to be built successfully. The spar is generally a box beam as shown in Fig. 5. In order to have better properties for bending, the spar height is that of the airfoil and the upper and lower surfaces of the spar follow the airfoil contour. The width of the spar is small, not exceed-



R completed his "Special" after two and one-half years of work. Started in a converted chicken house, the aircraft



obert D. Stephens, 521 Star Key Ln., Wichita 11, Kans.,



drew the usual questions "What are you building?" and "Will it fly?" from Bob's visitors.



WINGS . . . from preceding page



Completed at a cost of $573.00, parts of many stock aircraft were used in the construction. Wing panels are from a Luscombe 8-A, shortened to 12 in. outboard of the center aileron hinge. They are mounted with 2 deg. positive incidence and 1 deg. dihedral. Wing struts are from



a J-3 Cub.



The gas tank, landing gear and instruments are also



from a J-3 Cub. The fuselage is built up from the Baby



Fig. 11 Rib of Jurca "Tern pete".



ing two inches generally. Since this spar would be unable to carry the wing torsion, the whole leading edge is used for that purpose, with a covering of plywood of appropriate thickness. Hence, this part of the wing comprised between the leading edge and the aft face of the spar is the major structural part of the wing and must be



carefully assembled. This assembly is called the "D" nose. Sometimes the spar is built like an "I" beam as shown



in Fig. 6.



One advantage of the "I" beam is that there



are no internal diaphragms to install. Since the spar occupies the whole height of the airfoil, the ribs have to be made in two parts and assembled separately on each face of the spar, Fig. 10. Special clamps have to be made



for this assembly, and the wing must be held in a jig



when installing the "D" nose covering and the rear parts



of the ribs. Also this narrow spar has little strength to take fore and aft loads, thus a diagonal beam is necessary



near the wing root. Only two light aircraft use this type of wing structure at the present time — the Druine "Turbulent" and "Turbi." A



WATCH FOR . . . a report by Bob Nolinske, entitled, "EAA MEMBERS PARTICIPATE IN HISTORY OF FLIGHT SHOW" which will appear next month in SPORT AVIATION.
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Ace plans that appeared in the Mechanix Illustrated magazine. The nose cowl is of the pressure type, taken from a Luscombe 8-A and faired into the fuselage. Power is a



Lycoming 0-145-B2 65 hp engine and the prop is a Sensenich 70LYC36. Other data on the aircraft is given below.



Bob writes: "I call my airplane the 'Stephens Special.'



I owe its existence to you. Thanks a lot for the spark that



started it. This isn't the fastest way to get to flying, but it is a very enjoyable way." SPECIFICATIONS



Wingspan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .27 ft. 10 in. Length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 ft. 21/2 in. Height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6 ft. 5 in. Areas: Stabilizer . . . . . . . .1834 sq. in. (11% of wing area) Elevators . . . . . . . . . . 1424 sq. in. (9% of wing area) Fin . . . . . . . . . . . .388 sq. in. (2.5% of wing area) Rudder . . . . . . . . 7 1 3 sq. in. (4.25% of wing area) Aileron . . . . . . . . . .800 sq. in. (4.8% of wing area) Wing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114 sq. ft. Maximum wing loading . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8 Ibs./sq. ft. Empty weight (including 5 qts. oil) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .598 Ibs. Control travel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rudder—30° left & right Ailerons—20° up & down Elevators—28° up 30° down Take-off roll (no wind) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Approx. 250 ft. Cruising speed (2350 rpm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .85 mph Stalling speed (power on) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . less than 40 mph Landing speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .40-45 mph
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Construction Details of Light By Georges Jacquemin, EAA 3618



T on



he ailerons are generally hinged



the rear spar in a two-spar



wing structure, or on an auxiliary spar



in a monospar wing structure. In the latter case the auxiliary spar is usually called the aileron false spar. The ailerons are built along one of the following methods: Simple aileron with vertical spar and simple hinges. Fig. 1 shows the



aileron of the Jurca "Tempete" which is typical of this structure.



In this



on neutral position by means of special spacing blocks and screws. This



subassembly, as a unit, is then introduced inside the bridged ribs in the wing assembly and glued in place to the center part and tail end of the



ribs. Diagonal ribs are then installed to give the aileron torsional stiffness. The wing tip is installed and the



bridges of the wing ribs removed. This type of aileron is one of the simplest to make. Its only disadvan-



type. This aileron, in conjunction with a wing leading edge slot, gives very good aileron control, even when



the aircraft is stalled. Spin recovery is easier and the safety of the airplane is well improved, but at the cost of increased drag. The slotted aileron is shown in Fig. 3. Although at first sight it may appear simpler than



the conventional aileron, it cannot be built during the wing assembly by using bridged ribs, since the plywood covering the nose has to b3 added later, thus requiring a special jig for this operation. The torsional rigidity of this aileron is provided by its plywood covered D-nose so that oblique ribs are not necessary. An assembly jig is required whether the wing has wash-



out or not, so that it is found more practical to build these ailerons separately from the wing. Fig. 4 shows a cross-section of this



type of aileron. Extra work is required to build the part of the ailer-



Fig. 1 Jurca



Tempete Aileron



case the aileron is built together with the wing so that proper alignment is automatically obtained; i.e., the washout is built in without special jigs. The ribs are bridged as shown in Fig. 2 and the bridges are later removed after assembly of the wing.



tage is that a large gap must be left between the aileron false spar and the aileron spar. This gap is closed by a piece of fabric when covering the wing, otherwise poor aileron control would result. This type aileron is widely used on most light aircraft.



The aileron false spar and the aileron spar are assembled separately with their hinges and set to the ailer-



Slotted ailerons. The Druine "Turbulent" and "Turbi" use slotted ailerons instead of the conventional Fig. 3 Druine Turbulent Aileron



on slot on the wings, the oblique false spar and special hinges and horns. Furthermore, the leading edge slot is another complication. Sailplane type aileron. In order to do away with the hinge cap of the simple aileron and the difficulty of sealing it, a current practice in sailplane design is to move the hinge as



close as possible toward the upper wing surface. In this manner the small gap can be easily covered with a piece of fabric. Fig.



5 shows the aileron used on



the tailless sailplane, the Fauvel AV36, and Fig. 6 shows the cross-section cf it. It will be noted that this ailer-



on is in two parts. This prevents binding of the hinges when the higher aspect ratio wing deflects. Except for the position of the hinges, the aileron is of the simple type with vertical spar and oblique ribs for torsional stiffness. A plywood border runs all around the aileron in order



to obtain a more accurate airfoil after Fig.
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2



Fig.



4



Fig. 6
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Aircraft... Ailerons and Empennages Reprinted in part from the magazine "Canadian Aviation" be described so that the reader will understand the advantages of each. Fig. 7 Jurca Tempete Empennage



fabric covering, as this is essential for better performance with a sailplane. The hinges are standard aircraft hinges made of aluminum alloy bolted directly to the false spar and to the aileron spar. A special horn is used with this aileron as the radius of the upper arm of the horn is usually smaller than that of the lower arm. However, in the case where push-pull rods are used, the aileron control can be completely inside the wing. The aileron gap on the undersurface is covered by a lip arrangement so that for small aileron deflection the gap is effectively closed and opens up only when the aileron is deflected upward. This type of aileron, which is quite efficient, is preferable to the simple aileron described above, although it is seldom used on light airplanes.



Wood construction. The empennage structure of this type is somewhat similar to that of a wing of wood construction. It is a simplified construction of which the empennage of the Jurca "Tempete" and Piel "Emeraude" are typical. Fig. 7 shows the empennage of the Jurca "Tempete." The fin is built as an integral part of the fuselage with its spar extending from the last fuselage bulkhead. A few ribs and a leading edge complete the structure, which is plywood covered. The rudder is built like the ailerons except that for simplification only oblique ribs are used. It is fabric covered.



Fig. 8 (Right) Piel CP-30 Emeraude



Empennage



Two types of construction, wood and metal, are used in empennages for light aircraft. Typical structures used in several light homebuilts will Fig. 5 Fauvel



AV-36 Aileron
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The stabilizer is built with two spars and a few ribs, and is also plywood covered. The spars carry special reinforcements at the center for attachment to the fuselage by means of four bolts passing through the stabilizer and screwed into anchor nuts in fittings bolted to the fuselage structure. The elevator is built on a onepiece spar having the elevator horn at its center. The control surfaces 23



are built like the rudder and are faD-



ric covered.



The hinges are of the simple type



discussed previously for the ailerons, and the gap between fixed and movable parts must be sealed by a piece of doped fabric.



Fig. 10 Stits Playboy Empennage



Fig. 8 shows the empennage of the Piel CP-30 "Emeraude." It differs



from that of the "Tempete" only in



details. Fin, rudder and elevator are similar, but the stabilizer is simplified as the auxiliary spar is not used



and is replaced by a strong leading



edge. Attachment to the fuselage is



by means of four bolts passing through the stabilizer and fitting into brackets bolted to the fuselage frame.



In such a structure stronger ribs are used at the center of the stabilizer.



Typical empennage ribs and hinges



are shown in Fig. 9. There is generally no possibility of bridging the ribs in order to build the horizontal



t\



ple tricks of the trade are used when



American amateurs. All surfaces are flat as shown in the cross-section in Fig. 11. They are made of tubes cut to shape, bent and welded together



should be noted also that in some



blies must be done with care, other-



Fig. 11



tail or the vertical tail in one piece and separate the control surfaces from the fixed surfaces, as is done for the ailerons. It is therefore necessary to use jigs for the assembly



of these components, and in particular when planking the stabilizer. Simple jigs for these assemblies will be shown later. It should be noted that the fin being built as a part of the fuselage is not usually jigged, and can be built



free from twist, provided a few simplacing



the



plywood



covering.



It



cases the designer has done away completely with the fin; e.g., the Jodel D-9 and D-ll. Metal Construction.. Fig. 10 shows



the empennage of the Stits "Play-



boy." This metal tail is made of welded steel tubing and is a type of construction preferred by m a n y



in jigs.



The welding of such assem-



wise local heating will produce warping of the structure, a situation which may be difficult to correct.



Since no holes can be drilled



through the tubes, all auxiliary com-



ponents which must be attached to



them require the welding of special



brackets. The control surface hinges are made of pieces of smaller tubes welded to the main tubes, then cut



to shape and adjusted by filing to obtain the proper operation of the con-



trol surfaces. These surfaces are all



fabric covered and fabric must be used to close the gap between fixed and movable parts as for the wooden structure.



Although this metal structure ap-



pears simple at first sight, it must



They don't make these any more. This is Lester Rock leaning against the wing of his Driggs Dart, a two-place sportplane built in the late 1930's and early 1940's. Les' Dart is well-preserved. He says the 90 Lambert doesn't have any too much power but once in the air he gets a nice cruise. Les is a Hallock, Minn., jeweler, and this picture was taken at the Thief River Falls Flying Club's flight breakfast in 1957. Chances are, with a little cleaning up, a plywood covered wing and a modern engine, the Dart might be an outstanding performer. Even with all that drag it does well over 110 mph. 24



be remembered that the bending of tubes requires proper tooling and a large amount of practical experience, and the welding trade is not learned in six easy lessons! The tubes used for this type of structure are usually



thin wall, .035 in. to .050 in., and must be welded by a skilled welder. Steel tube construction will be dealt



with further in a following article on fuselages.
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